
GENE~L STATUS REPORT FOR MEETING WITH MeCLOUD RAILWAY 

Date: Februaf}' 15, 1996 

Location: Mccloud 

Attendees: Wayne Monger 
D. B. MQrgan 
Chris Skow 
JeffFQrbes- President ofMcCloud Railway 
Larry · ???? Mccloud Railway 

A scheduled meeting was held in the McCloud Railway conference room at the McCtoud Railway 
shops, McCloud, California for the purpose of exploring the feasibility of creating a joint venture 
between the McCloud Railway and the Feather River Rail Society to operate a series of theme 
oriented charter excursion trains on the McCloud Railway commencing in the summer of 1996. 

The con~t discussed was a jQint venture based upon a split of profit after direct expenses. 
McCloud Railway would offer the track, locomotives, (steam and diesel) three excursion cars, 
train crews, (engineers, fireman, conductor) and fi.Jel as their core contribution. FRRS would 
bring the bulk of the train to the table, 100% of the marketing, ticketing, train attendants, etc. 

There was no detailed discussion as to how the split would work. This will have to be put down in 
a proposal after further consideration. We made it veey clear that this was a money making 
project and that we weren't interested in making that rather large investment in train 
improvements such as retrofiting of mechanical systems, paint and transportation if we couldn't 
put together a deal that would allows FRRS to see a reasonable return on investment over a 
reasonable time frame. We told MCR that we project needing two to three years of charter 
excursion trains at 4 to 6 weekends per year to realize our goal. 

The agend~ included: 

1. Definitions of type of train service to be Qpetated. 
This was discussed to established the various types 9f services available including "Dinner 
Trains, scheduled trains, tour trains (such as Chris Skow runs) and charter or day theme 
excursion trains ( which I think FRRS is qµalified to do). 

2. Agreement on definitions of what dir~ cost for- operations may be. 
This wasn't touched upon much but will be discussed after the main proposal is made. 
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~. 3. T~ of contract under which joint v~tUre-hlcluding aut~matlc renewal options will kick in 
based upon evaluation by FRRS as to desires io continue with the project. 
This was discussed but _I don't think J~ff Fo~esunderstood what we wanted. 
It will be made very-clear in.the mafu.proposar.· ·.· 

~ . _.. -...· .. ~ 

4. Insurance- General Liability and Property damage 
r explored what insurance MCR had present time. 5 Million for freight and I think 3 
million for passenger with an annual fee for the passenger policy of $2800. 
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5. No competition Clause. _ . 
We discussed this and I think MCR understood that Vl{e felt that it would be a great advantage 
to MCR and FRRS for FFRS to handle all charter excursion service for all organizations 
including other rail buff organizations. This_ filtering process, we suggested, would put the 
process urider one organized house flag. ' 

6. Rental agreements for equipment to other p8rties. 
MCQ., arid particularly Mr Forbes, wanted to discuss this. Obviously he was interested m 
using FRRS passenger train equipment for other train service. This would benefit Chris Skow 
and MCR. dinner train service. Rates were discussed but only in the broadest of senses and 
will have to considered further. 

7. Maintenance agreement- service track area. 
McCloud said they would work with FRRS. to set up maintenance·agreements suitable for 
both parties. · · · 

8. AdclitiO~~ locomotives from FRRS for h~I~ or 'alternate service passenger service needs. 
Mr. Forbes was fascinated with the idea ofusiitg the ALCO FA-4 B unit for helper service 
behind the steam locomotive# 25 with the MU controls in the cab of the #25. We suggested 
the "B" unit could be painted the same color as the passenger cars thus causing it to blend in 
with train. We left it that we would considered this idea further and included it in future 
discussions.· 

9. Crewing of train. 
We proposed that FRRS would provide the car attendants for all joint venture charter trains 
These attendants would report to the trail).manager who would report to the conductor. 
I got the impression that this wasn't a problem for MCR. 

10. Engineering and cross .or cooperatjve ni~hanic8.t planning between FRRS and MCR 
equipment. · 
rm not sure if Mr. Forbes understood what I was saying but I tied to indicated that it be 
to everyone's advantage to coordinated conversion and mechanical retrofit and that FRRS 
was eager to cooperate m this .e:tr~rt· 

11. Canopies for excursion cars. 
This got somehow past over but must be discussed. 
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12. Sanitation systems for cars· and dumping·stati ,s_ . 1 

FRRS will have to convert all cars to RV/ Mic> nhor style toilets with holding tanks. MCR 
will be··doiitgthe'same with thefr'two passengf ·rs. MCR has the dumping stations. 

13. Concession car or concession areas in cars: . 
We proposed to offer thelJP baggage car R"' .,;tanding room and concession car for the 
trains which FRRS would run. ·The car would also be available for other trains but we 
suggested our desire to operate the concessions on those trains as well or at least to be 
among the concessions being offered. 

_., ~- -. ·~ ·- ........ -. .,~-. .. ' . 
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This first meeting was billed as exploratory. It was that. We left the meeting with an agreement 
t~t FRRS·would build a proposal.to canythis project further. 

As a ·personal note. This is an opportunity to create a new revenue stream sorely needed by 
FR"RS. the market for this.type of train is fairly large but must be harvested with care as to not 
dilute it. Experiences such as McCloud can be easily made stale by over exposure. It will take 
careful planning to guide this project to a continuous and consistent profit flow; · · 
- . . - ~) . . , . - . . 

Due to the sensitivitjr of this project, that is to say FR.RS isn't the only organization around with 
railroad passenger equipment, expertise, and no place to use them (it), it is imperative to pursue 
this opportunity quickly. FRRS cannot let grass grow under its feet. 

Submitted by: D. B. Morgan 


